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Social media transverses old barriers such as time and distance, Social media transverses old barriers such as time and distance, 
giving attorneys unprecedented opportunities to market their giving attorneys unprecedented opportunities to market their 
practice to potential clients on a scale never seen before. practice to potential clients on a scale never seen before. 
Although the advantages of social medial and the digital age Although the advantages of social medial and the digital age 
are vast, the ever-changing cyber world raises ethical questions are vast, the ever-changing cyber world raises ethical questions 
attorneys must address before reaping its benefi ts.attorneys must address before reaping its benefi ts.
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California Rule 3-110 requires the attorney to take reasonable 
precautions to safeguard against unintended disclosure.18

 The Los Angeles County Bar Association (LACBA) 
Professional and Ethics Committee recently published an 
opinion discussing the ethical risks in social media.19

 LACBA noted that online communications present 
particular risks for attorneys and the protection of confi dential 
client information.20 The Bar Association discussed an 
example of an attorney at a conference with a client,21 during 
which the client revealed facts that were detrimental to the 
client or the client’s case.
 After the conference, the attorney disclosed those facts 
online when discussing a “client” whose name the attorney 
did not reveal. LACBA noted that although the attorney 
might believe the facts could not be associated with the 
particular client, it is possible that an opposing party or third 
person might be able to infer the client’s identity from the 
context of the disclosure.22 It also found that the disclosure 
by the attorney would likely not constitute a waiver of the 
privilege, and that the opposing party would be able to use 
the underlying facts disclosed during the attorney-client 
communication to the client’s detriment or embarrassment.23

 Attorneys should always protect client information 
diligently and carefully. Posting seemingly casual information 
about an attorney’s day or meeting with a client may have 
greater consequences than an attorney can imagine. Further, 
attorneys should be aware that the duty of confi dentiality 
does not end with termination of a professional relationship 
and that it may be applied even when the facts are already 
part of the public record.24

 An attorney must always comply with the duties 
regarding confi dential client information and an attorney’s 
online postings or other activities do nothing to negate that 
responsibility.
 Ultimately, using client information in any social media 
communication is something best done sparingly and with 
extreme caution.

Unauthorized Practice of Law
A basic tenet of legal practice is that attorneys can practice 
law only in jurisdictions where they are licensed, with a few 
exceptions. Social media, however, knows no geographic 
boundaries as anyone, anywhere with access to the internet 
can access an attorney blog or website. While this ease of 
access is one of the most powerful benefi ts of the internet 
and social media, it poses ethical problems regarding the 
unauthorized practice of law, which in California, is not 
only a disciplinary violation, it is a misdemeanor.25 Physical 
presence in the non-licensed jurisdiction is not required to 
trigger a violation.26

 Facebook comments, interactive Tweets, and blogs that 
offer the opportunity to comment are examples of situations 



 Disclaimers are not bullet-proof, but it is far better to 
have one than not have one at all.

Be Aware
Attorneys should be aware that they could inadvertently 
create an attorney-client relationship, and if they provide 
legal advice in a jurisdiction in which they are not licensed, 
they could be engaging in the unauthorized practice of law.
 The introduction of social media to the practice of law 
provides attorneys with increased opportunities to market 
their services and advance their professional personas. 
However, attorneys must be mindful that technological 
advances also provide new risks of ethical mishaps. 
Attorneys must be aware of the existing ethical obligations 
and apply these obligations to the new situations that may 
arise from advances in social media.
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where attorneys might fi nd themselves interacting with non-
lawyers, and thus, inadvertently and unethically providing 
legal advice to someone who does not live in the state 
where the attorney is licensed to practice law.
 California has recommended its attorneys take the 
following steps on their websites to avoid any confusion that 
they are advertising in other jurisdictions: “1) an explanation 
of where the attorney is licensed to practice law, 2) a 
description of where the attorney maintains law offi ces and 
actually practices law, 3) an explanation of any limitation on 
the courts in which the attorney is willing to appear, and 4) 
a statement that the attorney does not seek to represent 
anyone based solely on a visit to the attorney’s website.”27

 When posting online, attorneys should be cautious not 
to answer specifi c legal questions and should instead focus 
on providing more generalized information to the general 
public.28 Attorneys can also turn off comments on a posting 
or choose not to respond to a comment. These techniques 
can help prevent interactive communications that could lead 
to an attorney-client relationship.

Inadvertent Attorney-Client Relationships
Attorneys should be aware that there is a risk of 
inadvertently forming attorney-client relationships through 
online activity.
 The State Bar of California Standing Committee 
on Professional Responsibility and Conduct Formal 
Opinion 2003-161 examined under what circumstances a 
communication, made in a non-offi ce setting by a person 
seeking legal advice, may be entitled to protection as a 
confi dential communication when the attorney makes no 
agreement of confi dentiality and does not accept the case.
 The Bar concluded that the communication may be 
entitled to protection under two circumstances: fi rst, “if an 
attorney-client relationship is created by the contact” or, 
second, “even if no attorney-client relationship is formed, 
the attorney’s words or actions induce in the speaker a 
reasonable belief that the speaker is consulting the attorney, 
in confi dence, in his professional capacity to retain the 
attorney or to obtain legal services or advice.”29

 To avoid creating an inadvertent attorney-client 
relationship, attorneys must consider whether the 
information they post on their social media websites would 
create the reasonable belief by a visitor that they are 
consulting an attorney in order to obtain legal advice or 
services. In such a case, it is an attorney’s responsibility 
to make clear to the website visitor that an attorney-client 
relationship either has or has not been created.30

 When using social media, attorneys should speak in 
generalized terms and also post explicit disclaimers that any 
interaction does not form an attorney-client relationship.31 
This is in order to inform the user and ultimately rebut any 
reasonable belief that one exists.32
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